A reactive interface in the form of an autocatalytic reaction front propagating in a bulk phase can generate a dynamic contact line upon reaching the free surface when a surface tension gradient builds up due to the change in chemical composition. Experiments in microgravity evidence the existence of a selforganized autonomous and localized coupling of a pure Marangoni flow along the surface with the reaction in the bulk. This dynamics results from the advancement of the contact line at the surface that acts as a moving source of the reaction, leading to the reorientation of the front propagation. Microgravity conditions allow one to isolate the transition regime during which the surface propagation is enhanced, whereas diffusion remains the main mode of transport in the bulk with negligible convective mixing, a regime typically concealed on Earth because of buoyancy-driven convection.
A reactive interface in the form of an autocatalytic reaction front propagating in a bulk phase can generate a dynamic contact line upon reaching the free surface when a surface tension gradient builds up due to the change in chemical composition. Experiments in microgravity evidence the existence of a selforganized autonomous and localized coupling of a pure Marangoni flow along the surface with the reaction in the bulk. This dynamics results from the advancement of the contact line at the surface that acts as a moving source of the reaction, leading to the reorientation of the front propagation. Microgravity conditions allow one to isolate the transition regime during which the surface propagation is enhanced, whereas diffusion remains the main mode of transport in the bulk with negligible convective mixing, a regime typically concealed on Earth because of buoyancy-driven convection. The dynamics of reacting systems is usually studied under bulk or volume phase conditions, whereas any changes occurring at the boundaries between phases are often neglected, as the surface to volume ratio of the bulk phase is usually small. Considerable scientific attention has been devoted to systems in which the variations in physical parameters due to an autocatalytic reaction front [1] , the self-organized location where reactants are transformed into products, give rise to hydrodynamic flows [2, 3] . In particular, the interplay between reaction and convective motions induced by density changes brought about by the reaction has been extensively investigated [4] [5] [6] [7] . The reaction-induced convective fluid flows then couple back with the reaction front, thus affecting the front velocity and shape [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In such reaction-diffusion-convection systems, studied both experimentally [15] [16] [17] and numerically [10, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , the reaction front is the only relevant interface.
By contrast, in many situations, an additional interface, the one between the liquid layer and the atmosphere, may frequently become important. These surfaces behave actively if the reaction creates a gradient in surface tension that leads to surface flows, and hence to surface-tensiondriven or Marangoni convection, resulting in accelerating chemical waves [7] , affecting precipitate patterns behind a chemical front [2] , causing a switch between reactive states in a three-dimensional chemical wave [13] , and modifying convection rolls that drive horizontally propagating fronts [17, 23] . Marangoni flows can become important in a number of scenarios, especially in the submillimeter range. They have been shown to lead to self-propulsion of droplets [24] [25] [26] , pulsatory patterns in active fluids [27] , interactions between active particles [28, 29] , and to continuous mixing of suspended materials [30] . The Marangoni shear stress, which can also arise upon contact of the reaction front propagating in the bulk liquid phase with the open liquid surface, can couple to the buoyant forces leading to intricate flow patterns [31] . The dynamics depends on the relative magnitude of surface tension versus buoyancy effects generally quantified by the Marangoni and Rayleigh numbers, respectively [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . For a positive Marangoni number, defined as
where Δγ is the surface tension difference between the product and reactant solutions, μ the dynamic viscosity, and v c the characteristic velocity, the surface-tension-induced convection leads to an advancement of the front at the interface, which is generally attributed to the underlying convection roll that transports the reaction intermediates farther away into the unreacted medium at the interface. This leads to an acceleration of the front.
In this Letter, we show that, in the absence of buoyancy, the coupling of Marangoni flow with a reactive interface in the bulk drives the onset of a self-organized localized vortex. It results from the Marangoni-enhanced advancement of the contact line, along which the reaction front meets the open surface, that acts as a moving reaction source. Generally, pure surface-tension-induced convection can hardly be isolated in macroscopic reactive systems when experiments are run on Earth since its contribution is often masked by much more pronounced convective flows stemming from density gradients. However, microgravity conditions produced in a sounding rocket eliminate density-induced effects, thus providing an experimental platform for the investigation of the effect of pure Marangoni flows on a propagating reactive interface. The results of the experimental studies are also compared with those of the numerical simulations based on computational fluid dynamics.
The iodate-arsenous-acid (IAA) reaction has become a prototype for studying reaction-induced convection in the presence of Marangoni flows since small changes in the initial concentrations may induce more or less pronounced buoyancy-and surface-tension-driven convective flow [10, 21, 36] . With reactant concentrations of potassium iodate ½KIO 3 0 ¼ 12.9 mmol=l and arsenous acid ½H 3 AsO 3 0 ¼ 36.1 mmol=l, this yields a stoichiometry according to
where iodide (I − ) and triiodide (I − 3 ) are the main products besides arsenic acid (H 3 AsO 4 ) [16] . Molecular iodine (I 2 ) is also present via the fast equilibrium I − 3 ⇌I 2 þ I − . Since I 2 is the only surface-active species in the reaction medium, the surface tension of the product mixture is decreased with respect to that of the reactant solution [16] . In an unbuffered system, the reaction in Eq. (2) is autocatalytic in both iodide and hydrogen ions; therefore, the reaction occurs only at a negligible rate in a neutral or slightly basic solution [37] . Microgravity was achieved on board the European Space Agency sounding rocket MASER 13, launched from the Esrange Space Center, Sweden. The rocket reached its apogee at 259 km, providing 5 min 59 s of microgravity with an acceleration value of g ¼ ð1.2 AE 0.8Þ × 10 −3 m=s 2 . The premixed reactants were injected through bottom inlets into two quartz cells with identical length (x axis, 75 mm) and height (z axis, 15 mm) but a different width (y axis, 5 and 10 mm). The cells had an inner rim, the edge of which pinned the flat surface of the liquid layer, thus creating a 10-mm-deep layer of reaction solution that was in contact with a 5-mm-deep layer of air [38] . The reaction was then initiated by applying a 5 V potential difference for 4 s between two platinum wires (1 mm in diameter, with a spacing of 2 mm) located close to one lateral end of the cell and oriented along its z axis.
The spatiotemporal evolution of the propagating reaction front was monitored by a monochrome CCD camera using Fourier deflectometry with a blue backlight with a diagonal double fringe pattern. Gray scale images of 1920 × 640 pixels were recorded at 30 frames/s. The carrier frequency related to the fringe pattern was first subtracted from the Fourier spectra of the images and, by applying an inverse FFT, the amplitude maps represented the front images without the fringe pattern [39] . The front position was obtained for each image by locating the points of inflection in the x direction.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to monitor the convective motions of the fluid [40] . To do so, spherical latex beads with a diameter of 6.4 μm were dispersed in the potassium iodate solution to produce a particle density of 36 μg=cm 3 in the reaction cell. Vertical red laser sheets (λ ¼ 660 nm), one positioned in the center x-z plane and two AE1.5 mm apart, i.e., parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cells, were switched on and off alternatingly and gray scale images were recorded with 30 frames=s for each cell. The flow velocity vector field was then calculated by determining the spatial correlation between interrogation windows of 64 × 64 pixels for successive images. Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) of individual tracer particles was also utilized on the same image set in order to determine the flow velocity close to the fluid-gas interface [41] .
Upon electrochemical initiation of the front at a lateral wall of the cell, the solution quickly turns yellow at the anode due to the formation of triiodide in the acidic product mixture. The reaction front separating the reactant and the product solutions first spreads out from the vertical wire to fill the entire width of the cell, then continues to propagate along the long x axis. From the side view of the cell presented in Fig. 1(a) , the leading edge of the reaction front in the center x-z plane can be determined. Temporal monitoring of the front evolution reveals that the initially vertical reaction front soon becomes tilted at the surface [38] since the velocity of propagation is greater along the gas-liquid interface, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Furthermore, the monitoring of the surface also reveals that the reaction front does not cause any deformation of the liquid-air surface.
Following a transient period during which the front leaves the vicinity of the electrodes, the velocity takes on a constant value on the timescale of the experiment. At the surface, the front reaches a velocity v s ¼ ð5.72 AE 0.05Þ mm= min in the wider cell, which is 3 times larger than the observed v b ¼ ð1.81 AE 0.02Þ mm= min deep in the bulk and at the bottom. The latter is slightly slower than the velocity of a pure reaction-diffusion (RD) front in the IAA reaction, measured as ð1.93 AE 0.02Þ mm= min. The normal velocity of the tilted straight segment connecting the vertical part to the leading contact line on the surface is measured as v n ¼ ð1.95 AE 0.02Þ mm= min. This value falls in the range of that of the RD front velocity.
The velocity of propagation at the surface is ∼20% of that of the same system under gravity [16] , which results in a fivefold increase in the Marangoni number from 20 000 [16] 
is due to the changes in composition since the thermal contribution is negligible, with the temperature increase well below 1 K in the vicinity of the front [16] .
Smaller fluid velocity is observed at the surface in the narrower cell, indicating a larger dampening effect of the sidewalls in the y direction. Therefore, we conclude that there is a dominating effect of advective transport at the gas-liquid interface rather than diffusion of iodine in the gas phase, with the latter being eliminated by setting the reactant ratio to 2.8 [16] .
In the bulk, the planar geometry of the vertical and tilted front segments and their normal velocity close to that of the RD fronts indicate that no significant fluid flow is present across the front. This scenario is supported by considering the geometric spreading of an initially vertical straight line with RD velocity and a moving point source on the top. The construction of isotemporal contour lines using the experimentally determined velocities maps out the front profiles [superimposed with red dashed lines in Fig. 1(b) ], and hence confirms the negligible contribution of the fluid flow in the bulk. In other words, in the bulk, diffusion is the main mechanism of transport to be active around the front.
The velocity flow field in the center x-z plane obtained by PIV measurements demonstrates that, close to the accelerated tip at the surface, a large asymmetric convection roll develops around the reaction front. At the surface, it rotates in the same direction as the surface spreading of the product iodine, inducing a clockwise rotating convection roll [ Fig. 1(c) ]. However, its return flow due to continuity is too weak to significantly distort the reaction front in the bulk. With flow velocities well below that of the pure RD front, it causes only a small decrease in the propagation velocity of the vertical front segment.
In order to quantitatively describe the unexpected large velocity gradient in the vicinity of the surface, we have tracked the motion of individual tracer particles. These data show that the particles near the surface begin to move soon after the initiation of the reaction, with increasing velocity The maximum velocity reached in the similarly shaped velocity profiles of the individual particles strongly depend on the vertical position of the particle. The nonuniform distribution of the maximum horizontal velocity u max within 5 mm adjacent to the gas-liquid interface is shown in Fig. 2 . The measured velocity values rapidly decrease with increasing depth; within 1 mm of the surface the velocity reduces by more than half, while at a depth of 2.5 mm the drop in velocity reaches an order of magnitude. The inversion of the fluid flow is observed at 3.1-3.2 mm depth, below which the magnitude of the velocity does not exceed the value of 0.29 mm= min. This latter value is 15% of the RD front velocity.
To support the experimental results, we model a twodimensional thin reactive solution layer in contact with air [32] . In analogy with the experimental observations, we suppose no surface deformation and neglect any evaporation into the gas phase. The kinetics of the IAA reaction is accurately described by a four-variable model that can be further reduced to a one-variable cubic expression [42] [43] [44] , where the only chemical variable is the concentration of the autocatalytic product that we set to be surface active. The propagation of the chemical front in the solution is described by numerically integrating the reaction-diffusion-convection equations governing the evolution of the concentration of the autocatalytic product coupled to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations characterizing the flow field dynamics as [32] 
where we use dimensionless space and time coordinates scaled by the diffusional length (l c ) and chemical characteristic time (t c ), respectively. The dimensionless concentration c of the autocatalytic product is expressed relative to the initial concentration of the iodate reactant, v ¼ ðu; wÞ is the twodimensional fluid velocity vector, S c ¼ ν=D is the Schmidt number with diffusion coefficient D ¼ 2.0 × 10 −9 m 2 =s and kinematic viscosity ν ¼ 1.0 × 10 −6 m 2 =s. We impose zero-flux boundary conditions for the chemical concentration c at the three solid boundaries of the system and at the gas-liquid surface, i.e., the free surface. The hydrodynamic boundary conditions at the rigid boundaries are no-slip conditions, u ¼ 0 and w ¼ 0. At the free surface we impose w ¼ 0 since the surface is considered nondeformable, and we use a Marangoni boundary condition for the horizontal fluid velocity u, i.e., the velocity parallel to the x axis, to describe the changes in surface tension induced by the concentration gradient of the surface-active product across the front [45] according to
where M ¼ −ðdγ=dcÞ=ðμl c =t c Þ, with γ being the dimensional surface tension of the solution [32] . We note that if dγ=dc could be approximated by Δγ=Δc, we would recover the experimental definition of the Marangoni number Ma ∼ 10 5 [Eq. (1)] since c is dimensionless and varies between 0 and 1. However, the experimental measurements of surface tension are equilibrium measurements that cannot accurately represent the local instantaneous variation of surface tension during the propagation of the front [16] . Indeed, there are two characteristic times, the one of the front propagation, t c , which is relevant to the dynamics observed here, and an unknown relaxing time during which γ evolves to its equilibrium value at a fixed composition.
In addition, we model a two-dimensional layer, and in the absence of the drag force of the sidewall, M is considered as an adjustable parameter. By comparing the numerical values of u max to the experimental ones, the value of M ¼ 2 has been measured (see Fig. 2 ). The use of Marangoni numbers smaller than the experimental is common in simplified models [23, 32, 35] . The initial condition corresponds to the reactant solution (c ¼ 0) everywhere except in the first 0.5 cm on the left of the rectangular channel, where c ¼ 1 to mimic the electrochemical initiation of the front with no fluid flow. Hence, the initial fluid velocity and the hydrostatic pressure gradient are zero everywhere in the system, and we use a steplike function for c. The equations are numerically integrated following a semi-implicit method [32] .
Previous experimental and numerical results with chemically induced convection around chemical fronts evidenced the existence of an asymptotic regime attained at long times where the front propagates at a constant speed and with a stationary shape, surrounded by a steady convection roll [16, 31] . This steady regime is observed on Earth where buoyancy-driven convection has a strong influence, whereas the results presented here describe the evolution of the transition regime.
The numerical simulations of the interaction of the flow dynamics with the autocatalytic chemical reaction described by Eqs. (3)- (5) reproduce the deformation of the originally straight reaction front oriented along the z axis [38] . The velocity gradient governed by the Marangoni boundary condition (6) generates an asymmetric convection roll, yet it has only a minor contribution to the distortion of the reaction front profile, in agreement with the experimental results [see Fig. 1(d) ]. The Marangoni effect is also localized at the surface since the modeled horizontal velocity u max significantly decreases away from the gas-liquid interface as shown in Fig. 2 .
In this Letter, by conducting experiments in the absence of gravity, we have revealed that the Marangoni flow governed by a reaction-driven surface tension gradient acting along the open surface is localized at the region where the reaction front is in contact with the air-liquid interface. In this system the tip of the propagating reaction front at the surface forms a dynamic contact line where the gradient in surface tension is maximum due to the change in composition. The force along the surface generates a flow which is only significant in the reaction zone within 1 mm adjacent to the gas-liquid interface. The experiments also demonstrate that the contact line acts as a source for the reaction advancing along the surface, from which a RD front propagates to the bulk of the solution, with its leading edge comprising linear segments. The return flow of the single convection roll is shown to provide only a negligible contribution over the chemical timescale since it results in only a few percent (6%) decrease in the velocity of the vertical segment in the bulk without significantly distorting the geometry of the front such that the tilted segment advances basically with the velocity of a RD front. This morphology is drastically different from the one previously reported on Earth at the steady state. Owing to weak convection in the bulk, the fluid motion can be approximated by a two-dimensional flow field. Hence, a twodimensional model simulation based on the Navier-Stokes equation coupled to the reaction kinetics can capture the general behavior of the reaction front. In general, the main effect of Marangoni flows on a reactive interface in the bulk is the reorientation of the propagation of the RD front. Unlike under gravity, no significant mixing of the reactants and products takes place, as the asymmetric convection roll arising at the reactive interface scales with the liquid depth. This mixing can become important only when the liquid layer is thin, i.e., when the drag force pointing in the opposite direction at the bottom interface is in the vicinity of the Marangoni force at the top liquid-air interface.
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